CMMS3 FOR
MICROSOFT AZURE™
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Deliver the full potential of
Microsoft Azure™ for easily
deploy our CMMS3 on the cloud,
assuring high availability of the
application and the data

UNALTERED
EXPERIENCE
TO USERS
GREATER
SCALABILITY AND
FLEXIBILITY

MAXIMUM
SECURITY

START-UP
TIME
OPTIMIZATION

REDUCED
COSTS
CONSUMPTIONBASED
PRICING

Microsoft Azure is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries
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UNALTERED EXPERIENCE TO USERS

1

CMMS3 ensures unaltered experience to users, whether it is deployed
on-premise or through the cloud.
The application has been fully redesigned in order to host your entire
application infrastructure in the Microsoft Azure™ - including databases,
file-storage and staging areas

MAXIMUM SECURITY
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Security is among the key concerns when a company considers shifting to
cloud computing: this is why RAMCUBE has designed CMMS3 for
Microsoft Azure™ on the principle of guaranteeing maximum security
developing its compliance framework to fully meet regulatory
requirements

REDUCED COSTS
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Pay only for what you use: a pay-as-you-grow plan allows for reduced
upfront costs.
By employing the full resources of cloud computing, CMMS3 for
Microsoft Azure™ allows to cut costs of your on-premises IT resources.
And administration costs are curtailed because the infrastructure
maintenance is carried out for you off-premises
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CONSUMPTION-BASED PRICING
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Microsoft Azure™ pricing is consumption-based, with a per-hour fee
based on the size of the instance and per-month or per-transaction
fees for storage services on the basis of data size.
Application maintenance costs are cut dramatically: costs are
charged only for computer processing time and storage space actually
employed

START-UP TIME OPTIMIZATION
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Waiving infrastructure and platform issues, your company focuses fully
on development of application and functionalities: curtailing development
time and significantly reducing your application’s start-up time

GREATER SCALABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
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As your users base grows and the usage of your application increases,
it is a simple matter of adding on capacity to ensure your application
continues to run smoothly.
You don’t ever have to worry about running out of server capacity.
Application deployment to Microsoft Azure™ platform is utmost fast,
ensuring implementation of changes with no downtime
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